Lab Notebook Evaluation Sheet Breakdown

Physical Notebook
_____ / 5
- Writing in pen?
- Notebook solely used for ECE445?
- Blank Pages notated, signed properly?
- Numbered and non-removable pages?
- Outside material permanently inserted (glue, not staples)?

Dates
_____ / 5
- Pages dated?
- Weekly TA meeting checks?

Design Decisions
_____ / 10
- Project ideas?
- Design derivations?
- Design justifications?

Summaries of Work Sessions
_____ / 15
- Description of testing?
- Experimental results (with labels, units)?
- Notating failure or success?
- Changes to design (if applicable)?

Visual Aids
_____ / 15
- Graphs
- Figures
- Diagrams
- Equations
- Flowcharts
- Pseudocode (NOT full source code)

Total
_____ / 50